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Fast Flow Wins Green Technology Award from
the BEI of Singapore

Fast Flow took home the Green Technology Award (Asia Green Business Awards) at the BEI Asia Awards
2017 held at The Fullerton Hotel Singapore on Thursday, 26th October 2017.
The Asia Green Business Awards seek to honor outstanding organizations that demonstrate excellence in
the areas of sustainability and environmental-friendliness, acknowledging their unwavering commitment to
create a greener and cleaner planet for the current and future generation.
In recent years environmental consciousness has become a major theme in the sector. Attention has focused
on materials, building methods and climate considerations that can help create "healthy buildings",
characterized by a direct relationship between natural and architectural forms. The surest way to reduce the
environmental impact of a material is simply to use less, usually by design. With the promotion of green living,
more buildings are now designed with a green roof and sky terraces between floors, Environmental Decks (EDecks) or even a water retention system.
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Fast Flow has been supporting our clients in creating rainwater management solution to conform to the
design requirement of the building. Our state-of-art siphonic technology are installed in projects such as The
Interlace at Telok Blangah which consist of thirty one apartment blocks, stacked in a hexagonal arrangement
to form eight large permeable courtyards, Sky Habitat at Bishan with inter-link sky bridges, Tanjong Pagar
Centre by GuocoLand which is the tallest building in Singapore and South Beach at Beach Road with its
award winning huge “environmental filter” canopy all involve Fast Flow’s technology.
Details about the BEI Asia Awards and the list of BEI Asia Award 2017 winners are available at
www.beiasiaawards.com

About Fast Flow
Fast Flow provides solutions for rainwater management in building projects, designing drainage systems that
seamlessly integrate into a host building, optimizing material use and achieving both architectural and
engineering expectations. Over the past 21 years, Fast Flow has remained committed to creating new ways
to solve tomorrow's drainage challenges. It will continue to adapt and provide innovative solutions to drainage
concepts without compromising the systems' efficiency.
About the BEI Asia Awards
A pioneer in the industry and the first of its kind in Singapore, the BEI Asia Awards recognise, reward, and
honour the achievements of leading enterprises across Singapore’s Built Environment Industry. The awards
acknowledge both local and regional companies who have demonstrated excellence in business while
incorporating best business practices such as corporate social responsibility through sustainable efforts. BEI
Asia Awards are conferred in seven categories: Asia Responsible Corporate Awards (ARCA), Asia Green
Business Awards (AGBA), BEI Asia Green SME Star Award, BEI Awards of the Year, BEI Top Awards
Winners, BEI Asia Awards Winners and BEI Asia Smart City Awards. Learn more about the BEI Asia Awards
at www.beiasiaawards.com.
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